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Promobile produces inflatables, inflatable structures and presentation systems. All products

Also..

are made of high-grade materials. Thus, top quality is guaranteed. This newsletter will provide
you with an overview of the options available.

Skydancerskytubes
Welcome
Building unique brand positioning, identity and communications will be a challenge for

Inflatables
Tentstands

every marketing department in the coming years. The emphasis will be on transferring

Sportrecreation

from functional aspects to psychological ones. The future will be in the hands of the

Bouncycastles

companies with the strongest brand identity. Promobile will help you carve out that
future for your organisation.

Tumblingtracks
Bannersflags

Global success
We provide a marketing tool with an unprecedented eye-catching value. We have
designed a number of successful concepts that have made a name for themselves
all over the world. We have created several challenging inflatable products for the
recreational market. We have also recently started producing our newly developed
inflatable exhibition booth - ideal for presentations.

Promobile will work with you to develop the marketing tools you need. We will guide
you through the whole process, from development through realisation. We focus on
your needs and requirements to reach our ultimate goal: your success.
Flexible customisation
We can realise even the largest projects with no problem, thanks to our high levels of
quality and flexibility when it comes to customised work that meets your exact needs.
One way our flexibility stands out is our delivery time: if you need our product to make
an impact on your sector, we can produce and deliver the product in just a few days!

All our products have the advantage that they can be assembled within a few minutes
in practically any location. They are also easy to transport. Why do things the hard way?
Promobile keeps it simple.

Would you like to work together with a reliable supplier?
Promobile is the perfect partner for you!

See you at Promobile!

Exhibitionpresentation systems
Skydancerskytubes
The inflatable SkyDancers and SkyTubes
have become increasingly more popular over
the last few years due to their interactive
operation. We have been working at
Promobile to make these products even
better by employing materials other than
the standard spinnaker and by implementing
new printing technologies. This not only
results in an uncommonly environmentally
friendly product, the printing is also razor
sharp and permanent.

Recentprojects

Tentstands

Promobile can also assist you with temporary roofing. Think about different
models of inflatable, air supported domes that are ideal for providing temporary
shelter for an event, an exhibition, concert or activity.

We not only have standard models, but also luxury domes. Whether you need a
background to show a product or simply a cover for your artwork, everything is possible
when it comes to producing an inflatable sales booth. The ideal products for all sales
and promotional activities. Available in all possible shapes and models, assembled in
just minutes in any location.

Bouncycastles
Bouncy castles are wonderful. Even as an adult,
you can still reminisce about how much fun it
was to play in the air-filled paradise. Now you
can be the organiser of such a simple pleasure.
Thanks to your own bouncy castle, your brand
name will be brought to the attention of others
in a positive manner.

Promobile has a standard assortment and also
produces bouncy castles in any desired shape
or model.

Inflatables
Would you like to give your branding
experience a boost? Promobile will help
you with an eye-catching component in any
shape or size you need. Let your target group
experience your brand name in an entertaining
manner in an amazing environment!

Sportrecreation
Are you looking for inflatable products for sports and recreational purposes?
Promobile has the ideal products for all your sales promotion activities.
An inflatable can be designed in any shape or form. It will provide you with
eye-catching advertising that will not escape anyone’s attention!

We design sports and recreational products in a number of shapes and models, fully
customised to our customers’ needs and requirements. The ultimate in customisation!
Our high level of quality and flexibility are ideal when it comes to realising extremely
large projects. All our sports and recreational products are produced using the highest
quality materials; thus they are very durable. The products can also be equipped with
all possible advertising formulations.

Tumblingtracks
Promobile Tumbling Tracks is a product
line of inflatable gymnastics equipment.
We used our customers’ expertise as input
for the design of these products: trainers,
professional and recreational gymnasts and
others who are involved in fitness training.
The needs, knowledge and experience of
our experts contribute to the design of
our products.

Air: A big difference
Working with inflatable gymnastics equipment
offers a number of advantages compared to
today’s common models. Air suspension
equipment and tracks reduce the risk of injury
and are very easy on the joints thanks to their
shock absorbing capacity. Sportsmen and
women feel free and develop their abilities
more quickly and easily.
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Bannersflags

Exhibitionpresentation systems

Banners and flags are remarkable image builders. Your message is conveyed
in a positive and lively manner. Passers-by and visitors can’t help but notice the
message thanks to the motion of waving flags and banners.

Recognition and a professional image are
the first requirements when vying for the
customer’s favour. A Promobile exhibition

Promobile prints banners and flags in full colour by using the latest printing technologies.
They are available as single units and can be delivered within just a few days in a number

or presentation system is the ideal tool to
win this battle.

of models and sizes.
If you are looking for a way to present your
The banners can be used both
indoors and outdoors for many
purposes: announcements,
events, construction boards,

commercial message with the option to
move it to different locations very easily,
then Promobile presentation systems are
your ideal choice!

outdoor advertising boards,
backdrops, exhibition booth
setups, shops and showrooms.

Thanks to our expertise, we
can provide you with expert
advice on choice of materials
and finishing. Promobile can
take charge of the whole
process for you - from design
to on-site construction.

Highquality
Grid freeprinting
Easyto move
Any desiredsize
Shortdelivery time

